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Abstract
On the basis of the analysis of field thermogeochemical data along abnormal
zones of a thermal stream in the Bukhara-Khiva, oil-and-gas region of the
Turan (Tegermen, Chagakul, Shimoly Alat, Beshtepa) was succeeded to obtain
important data on a deep structure of sites. Data of gas-chemical and geothermal observations show about confinedness of abnormal concentration of
methane to zones of the increased values of the temperature field the measured values of temperatures (Tegermen Square and others). On geoelectric
section mines 2-D of inversion of the MT-field depth of 4000 m are lower,
among very high-resistance the chemogenic and carbonate deposits of the Paleozoic is traced the subvertical carrying-out abnormal zone. This zone is
identified as the channel of a deep heat and mass transfer with which hydrocarbon (HC) deposits are connected. It is shown that electro-investigation
when using a geophysical complex can and has to become “advancing” at exploration by oil and gas.
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1. Introduction
The idea of existence of channels for deep heat and mass transfer and the conDOI: 10.4236/ojg.2017.79097
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nection with the places of hydrocarbon (HC) accumulation with them appeared
and began to develop thanks to group of researchers under the leadership of
professor A.A. Abidov.
He and co-authors A.A. Polikarpov, F.G. Dolgopolov [1] [2] noted about “a role
of process of a deep heat and mass transfer in formation and location of oil and
gas fields in the territory of Uzbekistan”. They have developed physics-geological
model of process of a deep heat and mass transfer, and structural elements on
which there are processes of a deep heat and mass transfer which has been called
by “channels of a deep heat and mass transfer” [3]. Within the Turan platform in
the territory of the Bukharo-Hiva oil-and-gas region abnormal zones of a thermal
stream and channels of a deep heat and mass transfer channels dated for them have
been revealed (A. A. Abidov, F. G. Dolgopolov, A. A. Polikarpov and others).
In the published literature possible relationships of cause and effect of a heat
and mass transfer widely are discussed with elements of a structure of a subsoil
and formation of fluid streams. In work [4] it is shown that in deep parts of
crust in the central and east parts of the East European platform there are temperature anomalies at background value of a thermal flow of 60 mW/m2 which
authors consider as the zones of decompaction. They established that on the basis
of measurements of temperature anomalies of “liquid injections”, zones of their
streams and saturation and also gas anomalies can be found [4].
The analysis of the published literature shows that the structure of thermal
convection is defined not by balance of heat, but by the distribution of a thermal
stream density in the mantle [5]. And they, in turn, can be connected with process
by decontamination and a fluid stream, bearing and “a temperature component”
[6]. Formation of hydrocarbons and the magnetotelluric phenomena are connected
with these processes [7] [8].
The main lines of a heat and mass transfer are defined by multilayered convection, which is most intensive in the external kernel and asthenosphere, and periodic strengthenings of plume activity of Earth. Plumes transfer considerable
volumes of CO2, H2O and K2O (in the form of carbonatite and water-carbonatite
melt), the oxidized silicate substance which is allocated as a result of decontamination of a kernel at his interaction with [9]. Authors of article note that in a
stream from depths of Earth the carbon emitted in the form of CO2 and CH4 at
volcanic eruptions prevails. Then carbon comes back inside in subduction zones
where the carbonate rainfall regulating a superficial cycle [9] is absorbed. There
is a question as such mechanism corresponds to new data on hydrogen decontamination, and other elements, prevalence of hydrogen and helium in the general stream of juvenile gases. This question is studied very insufficiently in this
connection; it is difficult to agree with the opinion that carbon is predominant
from the depths or its absorption through subduction zones.
The new data obtained in recent years show that the decontamination phenomenon from a subsoil of hydrogen is of great importance in the history of
evolution of Earth [10]. Explains many problematic issues that didn’t answer the
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conditions of “plate tectonics”. It is known that provisions of plait tectonics
formed “a geodynamic basis” of methods of search of oil and gas fields [11], that
won’t be coordinated now with new actual data [12]. The new data confirm need
to revise of ideas of the reasons and conditions for the formation of oil and gas
fields, the scientific basis of methods for the search of hydrocarbon deposits. The
mixt genetic model of synthesis of hydrocarbons [1] [2] [3] is directly connected
to the physic-geological model of process of deep heat and mass transfer with
allocation of “channels” [3], which are the flow of fluid gases.
Examples of existence of similar elements in the earth’s crust are known in
different regions. However, the mechanism of emergence and structure of the
carrying-out zones found subvertical abnormal it isn’t studied yet. Only separate
works are known in which this problem is discussed.
According to V.A. Shlyakhovsky [7] places of ledges of asthenosphere of a
layer in a lithosphere are the most significant for formation of hydrocarbons.
The author of article, marks that in this case, the necessary amount of energy exists continuous geological time, and detection of an asthenosphere layer is possible according to seismology and seismic exploration, geoelectricians.
The example of reflection in materials of electroprospecting methods of so-called
“sources of heat” in the form of overhangs of an asthenosphere layer was described. In a section the subvertical carrying-out non-uniformity having roots
over 2000 m was selected. The synchronous increase in conductivity from below
up is marked, reaching the maximum values around layout of the oil pool. These
data show that by geophysical methods the study of the structural zones connected to a heat and mass transfer is quite possible.
There are examples: on the MTZ profile through the Khanty-Mansi field (for
many years here good outputs of oil from deposits of the Paleozoic base) the
subvertical abnormal carrying-out zone in Paleozoic deposits is noted. Despite
existence of scientific publications on a research of the phenomena of a deep
heat and mass transfer, questions of the mechanism of formation of “channels”
and their deep structure remain not studied. These questions are of great importance for development of scientific-theoretical representations of formation
of mineral deposits and methods of their search.
The description of results which reflect features of process, property and elements of a structure of the geological environment of zones of manifestation of
channels of a deep heat and mass transfer according to complex researches is
provided in this article.

2. Methodology
Deep heat and mass transfer—the phenomenon which is genetically connected
with processes in the upper mantle.
It is natural to assume that they have to find the reflection in the corresponding geologic-geophysical materials.
The complex of researches on detection of channels of a deep heat and mass
DOI: 10.4236/ojg.2017.79097
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transfer includes geothermal and gas-chemical shootings, electroprospecting observations, studying of signs of channels of a deep heat and mass transfer on materials of remote sensing.
For specification and specification of features of a deep structure of such zones
also materials of seismic prospecting researches have importance.
Geothermal and gas-chemical shootings it was carried out along profiles with
measurements of temperature and concentration of gases at depths up to 2 meters. Large-scale mapping of channels of a deep heat and mass transfer within a
concrete zone of oil and gas accumulation and the related areas of deep emanations (CO2, N2, H2, H2O, CO, CH4, He, Ar, etc.) was the purpose of researches.
The entity of gas shooting in relation to an objective, consisted in determination of micro-concentration of juvenile gases in near-surface deposits. On certain
squares of the Turan platform gas-chemical shooting was carried out by the staff
of institute of geology and investigation of oil and gas fields. The technique of
field gas shooting is based on determination in soil air of methane and other
hydrocarbons with sampling from slits of 3-4 meters in depth on specially fitted
system of profiles [3]. Measurements were carried out in the shots up to 2 meters
in depth drilled in the manual way in previously prepared holes of 1 × 1 × 1 m in
size. On squares Tegermen and Beshtepa in the Bukharo-Hivinsky oil-and-gas region
the two-meter depth of sampling was justified by results of the gas-chromotographic
analysis.
As a result of researches it has been established that in a complex these two
methods (gas-chemical and geothermal shootings) allow to map areas of juvenile
gases and the related distributions of temperature near the land surface.
R. M. Bembel and other [13], G. O. Veliyev [14] claim that deep decontamination surely is followed by the electromagnetic radiation which occurs on subvertical channels. In places of an exit of power whirlwinds (geosolitons) the vertical
component of the MT-field, and horizontal electric components opposite prevails, are minimum. Therefore these places are surely mapped by the MTS method.
On squares with the revealed anomaly of a temperature field and geochemical
data with the purpose of a study of a depth structure of these sections electroprospecting works were performed by the MTS [15] [16] method. This method
was the most effective among other electroprospecting methods. In the territory
of the Turan plate, within the Bukharo-Hiva oil-and-gas region field electroprospecting observations by MTS method are executed with use of the “V5 System 2000” equipment of the Canadian company “Phoenix Geophysics Limited”.
Experience showed that such system of an equipment allows to execute scanning
of crust at different frequencies up to the depths of 15 km.
At the heart of the MTS method the energy of electromagnetic radiation having natural origin and caused by interactions of various deep processes is used.
Observed anomalies of magnetotelluric (MT) of the field are caused by existence
of local not uniformity in a section of the geological environment. MT-fields are
DOI: 10.4236/ojg.2017.79097
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especially sensitive to vertical changes of a geoelectric section. It allows to study
a structure of a section and to allocate objects like channels of a deep heat and
mass transfer. These local anomalies are the most important target objects that
do MTS to one of the most high-allowing (on lateral) geophysical methods when
studying the base and the lower parts of crust.
The following was the main technical characteristics of a measuring system of
V5:
• Registration range: the frequency −400 Hz (0.0005 Hz); dynamic-24 discharges of analog-digital converter;
• Record of variations of a magnetotelluric field (MTF) on each point of observations is made on a removable solid-state memory with a capacity of 32-512
of Mbt;
• High reliability and accuracy of registration of the electrical (2E) and magnetic (ZN) MTF components with MTU-5 measuring instruments (2E + ZN)
and MTU-2Е (2Е);
• Operating temperature range, from −40˚C to 50˚C;
• The satellite synchronization of measuring instruments providing reliability
of measurements irrespective of distance;
• Automated computer processing at all stages of operations: from registration
before receiving geoelectric sections 2D and 3D.
Process of hands-off processing of field electroprospecting materials was executed in two stages. First stage: processing of the field digital records MT-fields,
by means of the programs SSMT-2000, MtEditor, WinGlink, conversion of files
of ranges to files of the international EDI format (ranges) and PLT (impedances)—for import to the database and interpretations on WinGlink.
At the second stage computer and geological interpretation was made. By
preparation of results for interpretation cuts and cards of resistance (Rt), phases
(Ft), magnetic parameters, induction vectors on profiles and also geoelectric 1-D,
2-D models and 1-D, 2-D inversions of the MT-field consistently were under
construction.
At interpretation of materials MTS the given GIS and drillings located on the
studied objects and near them have been attracted. Comparison of coal mines
1-D of inversions to data of GIS show good convergence of geological models of
various environments according to wells and results of processing of MTS.

3. Results and Discussion
On the basis of results of the gas-chromotographic analysis on the site Tegermen
on basic profiles T-I and T-II have received (A. Tulanov and other) 276 definitions of CH4, C2H6, C2H4, O2, N2 and CO2 in gas tests and 63 definitions of CH4,
O2, N2 and CO2 in tests of the subsoil. On a profile T-I two sites with the content
of methane in gas tests more than twice exceeding a standard deviation on pickets of 90 - 210 (Figure 1) and on conditional pickets of 6 - 9 (Figure 2) are allocated.
DOI: 10.4236/ojg.2017.79097
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Figure 1. Distribution of methane in subsoil gas (1) and adsorbed under the soil (2) sites
Tegermen (Bukhara-Khiva oil-and-gas region) on the T-I profile.
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Figure 2. Distribution of methane in subsoil gas (1) and adsorbed under the soil (2) sites
Tegermen (Bukhara-Khiva oil-and-gas region) on the T-II profile.

The comparative analysis of these gas-chemical and geothermal observations
shows about confinedness of abnormal concentration of methane to zones of the
increased values of the temperature field. In the Figure 3 the schedule of distribution of the measured values of temperatures on a profile T-II at Tegermen
square is provided.
Compliance of abnormal values of concentration of methane and temperature
on conditional pickets 7 - 9 on the T-II profile at Tegermen square is visible.
Such coincidence is observed also on other areas of Bukhara-Hiva oil-and-gas
region such as Beshtepa, Urtabulak, Tashkuduk, Guzhayli, Muradkuduk.
As a result of geophysical surveys it was set that almost all known fields of the
researched territory stand out on sections of apparent resistances, phases of an
impedance and 1-D inverses [15] [16] clearly.
On sections of magnetotelluric parameters high electrical differentiation of the
researched geoelectric section in which 6 - 7 geoelectric horizons in deposits of
the Mesozoic-Cenozoic are surely selected is marked. At the same time anomalies
of resistance were received almost over all known fields. The revealed anomalies
have irregular shape. In a section of sedimentary thickness high resistances characterize chemogenic and carbonate deposits and also hydrocarbon deposits.
DOI: 10.4236/ojg.2017.79097
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Figure 3. Distribution of temperature at a depth of 2 m from terrestrial the surfaces of the
site Tegermen on a profile T-II.

Have low resistances-the clay and sandy-argillaceous deposits saturated in a varying degree with the mineralized water.
Section 1-D of inversion enough differentially reflects morphology of surfaces
of the reflecting horizons (RH) lower cretaceous—T2, the lower anhydrites—T5
and carbonate deposit—T6. In the Figure 4 comparison of results of seismic exploration of MOGT-2D and geoelectric section 1-D of inversions on the seismic
profile 44,080,807 crossing the Oydin and search structure Karakamar is given.
Immersion of the horizons of T2 and T3 (the isoline of the seeming resistance
ρτ =÷
5.0 6.3 Om ⋅ m ) from the southwest on the northeast to a zone of the lowered resistance characteristic of deep tectonic violation is well reflected in a
geoelectric section. Sharp rising of the horizon on location corresponds to structure Oydin who is limited by tectonic violation in the north. Three more zones
of the lowered resistance indicate existence of tectonic violations here.
At a depth of H-2150 m on method common depth point (CDP) T5 (Figure
4(a)) and also on isolines рт = P, 0 of Om∙m (Figure 4(b)) is shown anticlinal
structure Karakamar. She is hypsometric lower than structure Oydin. Under these
structures in a section the hereditary imaginative zone of reduction of specific
electric resistance with a depth is noted.
On the basis of the carried-out electroprospecting works the specified tectonic
elements of a southeast part of the Beshkent deflection, a southeast part of Dengizkul and Mubarek raisings; the Uchkyr-Pitnyak shaft are made. The location of
structures Oydin, Marvarid, East Ramazan, Karakamar, Topilma, Murodota is
specified.
On the basis of field researches along abnormal zones of a thermal stream it
was succeeded to obtain important data on a structure of these sites (Figure
5(a)) on the P-I profiles (Tegermen square and Chagakul), P-II (also Chagakul)
and also on the P-III profile (to Beshtepa square—Kumsultan crosses nourth Alat
square).
On geoelectric Section 2-D of inversion of the MT-field where depth of a research of 15,000 m, since depth of 4000 m, among very high-resistance breeds of
DOI: 10.4236/ojg.2017.79097
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Comparison of results of MOGT-2D (a) and geoelectric cut 1-D of inversions (b) on a seismic profile 44,080,807 through Oydin area and structure Karakamar.

the Paleozoic is traced the subvertical carrying-out abnormal zone (Figure 5(b)).
This subvertical channel is identified as channel deep heat and mass transfer.
In geoelectric Section 1-D of inversion of the MT-field on a profile 73,090,307
Shirinkuduk squares (Figure 6), crossing certain gas fields, in the range of
depths of 6000 m and 10,000 m, are allocated a subvertical abnormal zone which
corresponds to pre-Jurassic educations. Since 6000 m in depth her branching-in
southern Zheynov and northern by Pirnazar the directions is observed. Above
on a section the abnormal zone reaches depths of 3000 m and 3500 m (corresponds to the lower part of a sedimentary cover). It is appropriate to note that the
DOI: 10.4236/ojg.2017.79097
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Results of electroprospecting works at Chagakul square and Tegermen of Bukharo-Hiva region.
DOI: 10.4236/ojg.2017.79097
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Figure 6. Cut 1-D of inversions across profile 73,090,307 Shirinkuduk.

productive well of Pirnazar square is on a branched part of a subvertical abnormal
zone. The well has opened productive XV-HP the horizon the Kellovey-Cimmerian
of deposits of jura, and in the range of depths of 2616 - 2678 m good outputs of
gas are received.
Follows from the above that the high-allowing large-scale electroprospecting
works 3D-the MTS method allow to map the geodynamic structural zones which
are channels deep heat and mass transfer and in the expected zones violation in
a complex with thermogeochemical shooting to predict favorable congestion
hydrocarbon zones with definition of perspective sites for concentration in
prospective areas of detailed seismic prospecting works 2D and 3D.
It is established that the carrying-out abnormal zones are connected with vertical channels of permeability in pre-Jurassic educations and stretch for big
depths. The mechanism of formation of such zones contacts the ascending gases
and fluid stream leading to change of physical properties of sedimentary breeds
thereby creating an areola of the increased resistance. Besides it has been established what in a sedimentary cover of influence of deposits of hydrocarbons is
shown in increase in resistance.

4. Conclusions
For the first time in world scientific practice of the issue of allocation of channels
of a deep heat and mass transfer is discussed by thermogeochemical and geoDOI: 10.4236/ojg.2017.79097
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physical methods.
The majority of publications are devoted to theoretical questions of a thermal
stream, convection and heat exchange in various materials, to determination of
thermal parameters of these or those materials and breeds and also the related
magnetotelluric phenomena.
Despite extensive discussion of mechanisms of thermal convection in the
world literature, the idea of existence of channels of a deep heat and mass transfer in Earth subsoil, and communications of places of formation with them and
congestion hydrocarbon has appeared and began to develop since the end of the
past and the beginning of this century (1997-2005) in Uzbekistan, thanks to
work of group of researchers under the leadership of professor A.A. Abidov.
It is established that the main channels of heat exchange in the lower cloak are
thermochemical plume. At the same time the form of the channel of a plume has
the cylindrical form with deviations in places of the maximum influence of a horizontal mantle current. In the channel of a plume there are independent convective cells, and for plume towards horizontal currents there is a temperature
trace. Time of fusing and rising of a plume from border a kernel-mantle to the
basis of a lithosphere is defined in 3 - 5 million years.
Taking into account high efficiency, mobility, a smaller material capacity and
a possibility of studying of a geoelectric section from a day surface to the crystal
base and deeper horizons, electro-investigation with use of the V5 complex in a
geophysical complex can and has to become “advancing”.
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